Featured

February 25, 2018 – March 3, 2018
UNIQ FRUIT
127720
14 ct.
This Jamaican member of
the citrus family is no looker,
but man is it good! .Get a
nice honest citrus flavor with
a bold texture and juice
content. Be unique in your
menu planning!

CAYENNE PEPPERS
166140
8 lb.
Have fun experimenting
with the fresh variety of this
much beloved pepper. Or
even dehydrate and
pulverize to make your own
dried pepper powder.
Bright red and elongated,
packing a very respectable
heat.

LEMON YELLOW
PLUM
172610
16 lb.
From Chile, a bright
and refreshing changeup from traditional
plums. Beautiful and
sunny, and equally
delicious. Allow a few
days to ripen

SWEET SAPPHIRE
GRAPES
130725
10/1 lb.
Eggplant-colored and
elongated, these will
only be in season for a
minute! Fun to eat and
a nice change up from
table grapes. A fullbodied grape flavor.

FORTUNE PLUMS
171820
11 lb.
Imported from New Zealand, these
large plums have a deep reddish
purple skin with yellow orange
flesh. The best tasting plum this
time of year!

PEELED YELLOW BABY CARROTS
114100
5 lb.
Usually a special order item, but we
are lucky enough to have in stock at
this time. Convenient that they are
already peeled and stunningly
special to look at!

BABY RED BOK CHOY
703670
case
ORGANIC. Diminutive in size and
with beautiful reddish-purple hues
highlighting the green tender
leaves! Gourmet and Asian
inspired.

GOLDEN NUGGET MANDARINS
145780
28 lb.
Named for their pebbly texture on
the outside, these are easy to peel
and easy to segment. Seedless.
This late citrus season should last
through the Spring. (Available 2/27)

EDIBLE MICRO FLOWER MIX
126160
200 ct.
From California, this colorful
collection of flowers contains a
beautiful assortment, all smaller than
a dime. A delightfully delicate
garnish for hors d’oeuvre and garde
manger.

GREENGAGE PLUMS
172050
11 lb.
Deceptive in their sweetness as
they are the color of a Granny
Smith apple with a slight red
mottling. Exceptional flavor and
texture and complexity. The size of
an apricot. Try it in clafoutis.
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TAT SOI
BLOOD ORANGES
GARLIC BRAID
144880
3 lb.
159880
20 lb.
127900
6 ct.
The spoon-shaped
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From California. We welcome this
Beautiful as a decoration
buffetARE SUBJECT
delicious and earthy with mineralspecial fruit back for the domestic
presentations and action stations.
like qualities. Nice eaten raw in a
growing season! They are
And
usable
when
the
party’s
over!
salad or even sautéed as an
beautifully formed with nice dark
A nice rustic Italian look!
alternative to spinach. Locally
color on the inside; and eating sweet
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with a nice complex tart finish.
RED KALE
711045
25 lb.
MAITAKE MUSHROOMS
POMELO
ORGANIC. Frilly and curled leaves
152620
12/3.5 oz.
178660
12 ct.
with magenta stems and veins.
Also known as hen of the woods.
The big beautiful cousin to grapefruit
Has a pleasantly mild cabbage-like
Trim these petite fronds off of their
has been harvested early this year
flavor and crispy texture. Locally
stem and enjoy the petal like
as a bountiful gift from the Mexican
grown in Florida!
shape’s deep brown color.
sun. The flesh is reddish and the
Fantastic on their own or as part of
skin is very aromatic!
a medley.
SUMO MANDARINS
191145
32 ct.
ACHIOTE PASTE
In appearance, they look like a
FRESH GARBANZO BEANS
165820
1 lb.
large honeybell orange with a blurp
108160
15 lb.
Did you know FreshPoint carries
on the top! They are easy to peel
If you are so used to using dried or
Achiote Paste? Annatto seeds
and a beautiful seasonal addition to
canned versions of these beans,
thoughtfully toasted and ground into
amenity programs. (Available 2/27)
you will be pleasantly surprised at
a paste. Wonderful worked into
their delicate nature. And oh so
marinades and rubs as it contributes
pleased with the fun, fresh flavor
a wonderful brick red hue.
KUMQUATS
change up!
140260
10 lb.
These diminutive members of the
DRIED PORCINI MUSHROOMS
citrus family are fully edible except
ROMANO BEANS
153160
1 lb.
for the seeds. Enjoy the aromatic
108300
10 lb.
A staple in Italian kitchens as a
skin and the enjoyable balance the
These slightly flattened long beans
handsome flavor contributor to soups,
pith provides, along with the juicy
are wonderful simmered with some
braises, stocks and broths. Imported
flesh. Available 11/23
fresh tomatoes and pancetta.
from Italy. Molto bene!
Enjoy a gourmet change up to
haricots verts.
RED WATERCRESS
LIVING MICRO AFFILLA
196870
1.5 lb.
150785
3 lb.
First cousin to traditional
FLORIDA JUICING ORANGES
Still rooted in their growing medium,
watercress, but stunning color and
160540
100 ct.
this member of the pea family is
bold peppery taste. It has a natural
In good season from our own
lively and bright green, and ready for
purplish-red hue. High levels of
backyard! Not necessarily lookers,
you to cut-to-order for a beautiful
vitamins and antioxidants.
but man, do they yield good juice!
fresh addition to your creation.
Beautiful in the bowl!
Enjoy a fresh-squeezed glass
today!
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